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COURSES TAUGHT:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset pricing
Corporate Finance
Information Technology for Finance
II
Financial Econometrics
Economics For Finance
Corporate valuation
Financial intermediation
Advanced corporate finance
Financial Reporting
Psychology of finance

SKILLS:
•
•
•
•
•

Managing investment and risks
Financial analysis
Capital budgeting
Planning and managing strategic
financing
Flexibility and team work

CAREERS OPPORTUNITIES
•

•

Financial
analyst,
financial
controller,
corporate
business
manager in a banking institution,
merger-acquisitions
specialist,
investments manager, research
manager,
consultant,
asset
manager...
Preferred sectors: senior financial
management
and
general
management committees of groups,
banks and financial institutions,
private equity and venture capital
firms
and
consultancies,
international corporations managing
rates (interest, exchange) and
corporate accounts

The Master in "Corporate Finance" aims to provide
students with the skills required to analyse and manage
corporate finances.
The main areas of study include valuing firms and projects,
managing investments and risk, planning and managing
financial strategies, managing interest and exchange rate
exposures, and corporate accounting and audit. On
completion of these studies in corporate finance, students
will have acquired a breadth of financial expertise including
a good grasp of how markets operate, as well as a more
specific understanding of banking, accounting, strategy,
and IT.
The content and teaching on this Master is provided by a
team of highly reputed professors, with international
teaching experience at such prestigious institutions as
Princeton University, University of Warwick, University of
Oxford, Georgia State University, HEC Paris, University of
California Santa Barbara, New York University, Carnegie
Mellon University, and the Wharton School. In addition,
numerous courses are taught by professionals from
multinational firms and financial institutions whose
expertise makes this a truly exceptional programme.
To ensure a smooth transition into their future career,
students in the Master have access to a dedicated
computer room, equipped with some of the leading
software used in business practice (@Risk, SAS, SAP,
Business Objects, etc.).
The Master welcomes students with management,
economics and engineering backgrounds. Students come
mainly from the Master 1 Finance, Master 1 TSE, and INSA
engineering school. It is possible to complete the entire
programme in English. At the end of the programme,
students will undertake a compulsory internship in a
company during 6 months.
This Master is managed by TSM and grants TSE and TSM
degrees.
Catherine CASAMATTA – Professor of Finance at TSM,
TSE researcher, Programme Director
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Daniel PONS PUCH
Master in Corporate Finance - 2013/2014
Associate Transaction services (France)
“I chose the Master in Corporate Finance, because it offers me training in all the areas of expertise required for
a successful career in investment banking. Apart from the technical training, the programme challenges
students to become real actors in a company and become effective decision takers. Finally, being part of an
international student cohort allowed me to build a network of contacts and prepared me to work for a
multinational company.”
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